
POSITION DESCRIPTION 
          Rev. 10.8.14 

         

Job Title: Claims Receipt Technician  

Status:  Non-exempt 

Department: Claims 

 

PURPOSE: 

 

To support the claims adjudication staff by providing the complete front end entry and 

preparation of claims and other information required for adjudication.  This includes performing 

manual charge data entry, review of EDI claim charge exceptions in the Oracle system, utilizing 

decision-making skills to correctly select and interpret the data resident on the charge to 

accurately reflect all the information required for adjudication; to perform manual data entry of 

provider information of claims, to resolve EDI provider exceptions; to perform the manual 

scanning and indexing of claim related documents into the Document Management System, both 

batch and single indexing; to provide clerical support functions relating to all mail functions in 

Office Services.  In addition, the position includes, but is not limited to, supporting the functions 

of switchboard/receptionist, making provider and group calls, prepping mail, resolving address 

issues, mailing assorted letters and packages, copying, and faxing. 

 

The amount of time associated with these functions will change based on changes in the manner 

in which claims are submitted. 

 

 

ESSENTIAL FUNCTIONS: (95% - totals to 100% of essential functions) 

 

60%  1.  Appropriately handle data obtained from all types of mail - hard copy, electronic, 

billings and correspondence into the appropriate computer system, according to 

departmental needs and requirements by:     

a. Identifying and selecting the correct insured and claimant by searching computer 

files utilizing multiple systems or platforms as needed. 

b. Resolving claim exception messages that prohibit the charge transferring to 

production. 

c. Resolving provider exceptions by the correct identification of the provider and/or 

address already on system or creating a new provider record.  

d. Determining appropriate entry action based on the information provided on each 

charge or billing summary. 

e. Determining appropriate action on claims correspondences by visually reviewing 

each piece to be worked. 

f. Making necessary phone calls to obtain incomplete or invalid information from 

the charges, documenting the calls. 

g. Reviewing correspondence to determine if requested information has been 

received. 

h. Making any necessary modifications or corrections to insured’s claim file 

manually or through EDI. 

 

25% 2.  Search and maintain provider information obtained from manual entry of claims forms 

or from EDI transmissions of claims in the applicable computer system according to 

departmental needs and requirements: 

a. Maintain the provider database with updates received via correspondence, W9s, 

charges and telephone calls. 

b. Perform query/search to verify provider information for each manually entered 

claim or EDI transmitted claim. 



c. Make necessary telephone calls or accessing claim images to resolve incomplete 

information from the paper and/or EDI claim. 

d. Resolve any problems or contradictions with provider search issues. 

e. Enter the provider data obtained to correctly add or update a provider record. 

9% 4.  Perform clerical functions, including but not limited to: 

a. Pick up and distribute daily reports. 

b. Open, prep, sort, batch and date stamp claims mail. 

c. Scan batched inbound paper documents. 

d. Access EDI images and print attachments as necessary. 

e. Sort, fold and insert system generated letters as needed. 

f. Retrieve authorizations and match to the appropriate letters and fax to the 

medical records retrieval vendor. 

g. Print labels as needed. 

h. Prepare USPS and overnight delivery mailings as necessary. 

i. Generate CANT ID, NOINS, and LAPSE letters as necessary. 

 

 

1% 3.  Perform manual or web-based repricing functions, which includes the verification of 

provider participation applying the appropriate reimbursement schedule and determining 

the correct discount amount if applicable. 

a. Access internal or web-based databases, entering the appropriate charge 

information to determine the discount for each charge. 

b. Enter the discounted amounts into the applicable computer system. 

c. Remove items from “Batch” on the mainframe or other computer system. 

d. Make and receive telephone calls from providers and PPO networks regarding 

the status of claims network participation and discounts. 

e. Research and resolve PPO network issues for internal and external customers. 

 

 

MARGINAL FUNCTIONS: (5%) 

 

1. Manually track production and volume statistics. 

2. Assist management with projects such as the collection and/or compilation of data. 

3. Assist in projects related to providers as needed. 

4. Provide training in entry, EDI, providers or repricing as requested. 

5. Provide minor maintenance on copiers and printers. 

6. Provide switchboard coverage support as needed. 

7. Fax and copy items as necessary. 

 

REQUIREMENTS: 

 

1. At least one year of office experience with an emphasis on data entry into various 

mainframe and client server environments.  Some experience in the insurance 

industry preferred. 

2. Minimum of 40 wpm typing. 

3. Proficiency with a ten-key calculator and keypad on a computer. 

4. Ability to analyze information on all forms of incoming correspondence to determine 

required information to be entered into the computer system. 

5. Ability to perform basic math skills. 

6. Ability to read, comprehend and follow written or verbal English instruction. 

7. Good telephone skills with the ability to express self clearly and respond accurately 

and professionally. 

8. Strong organizational skills. 

9. Experience with alpha sorting and filing and mail support functions. 



10. Ability to operate a photocopier. 

11. Ability to operate a fax machine. 

12. Ability to sit and stand for long periods of time for up to 7.5 hours per day. 

13. Ability to meet company attendance requirements. 

14. Ability to achieve and maintain department quality and production standards. 

15. Ability to walk and carry up to and more than 15 pounds for short periods. 

16. High school diploma or equivalent. 

17. Medical terminology and CPT coding desired. 

 

FACTORS IMPORTANT TO SUCCESSFUL PERFORMANCE OF POSITION: 

 

Analytical skills   Decision-making ability  Problem-solving skills 

Interpersonal skills Communication skills  Manual dexterity 

Adapting to change 

 

 

PHYSICAL DEMAND OF POSITION: 

 

Standing/Sitting   90% of time  Data entry, research, copying 

 

Walking   10% of time  Walk around Claims floor  

 

Lifting/Carrying 15 lbs.        < 2% of time  Deliver/pick-up/move boxes 

 

Pushing/Pulling 50 lbs.  < 1% of time  Files on wheeled cart 

 

Handling   100% of time  All duties 

 

Speaking/Hearing  100% of time  Converse w/ staff, external customers 

 

Seeing    100% of time  Reading, comprehending 


